
How To Use the Train Reaction System

Lower handle and open hidden 
zippered pocket located just above handle.

Pull TRS Strap from hidden pocket.

IMPORTANT: When finished using TRS, always stow the TRS strap back inside the 
hidden pocket. Failure to stow TRS Strap in zippered pocket will void warranty.

Line the luggage up and lead with the smaller bag. 
Partially extend the retractable handle as shown.

Fully extend handle, keep luggage aligned 
and tilt ensemble until it self balances on all 4 
wheels.

Slide TRS strap over leading piece’s retractable 
handle. Slide strap to the base of the handle.

3.

Add accessories and travel with ease. Place accessories 
on retractable handle (1) or side release buckle (2) to 
maintain a perfect center of gravity.
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Accessory 1:
Shoulder Bag

Small Rolling 
Luggage

Larger Rolling 
Luggage
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Instruc
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Attach a J-Hook to the front 
buckle of a Carry-On III to 
carry non rolling options like 
the Shoulder Bag II.

Accessory 2:
BackPack III

Adjust the angle of the TRS system to fit your height by 
tightening or loosening the adjustable strap.

High Profile
Taller People

Low Profile
Shorter People

Included

Taller accessories such 
as a backpack, may 
not require a j-hook 
and may simply be 
attached to the side 
release buckle

®



Some of Our Best Travel Options

Time for a round of golf on your next business trip?

Roll the family’s entire luggage with one hand and 
outsmart the airport cart. 

No options for packing light? Bring everything you need 
with you on your next trip. Add a Last Bag Collegiate or 
Last Bag Large Pro and get in a round or two.

Hit as many courses as you can, bring everything you 
need and roll like a pro.

The Chip-In Weekend

Family Excursion

Max Carry-On
Avoid baggage claim

Long Range Trip

The Serious Golf Traveler

•Carry-On III
•Shoulder Bag II

•Last Bag Collegiate
•Carry-On III
•Shoulder Bag II
  

•Rolling Duffle III
•Carry-On III
•Backpack III or Shoulder Bag II

•Rolling Duffle III XL
•Rolling Duffle III
•Mini Rolling Duffle III
•Shoulder Bag II

•Last Bag Large Pro
•Rolling Duffle III or Rolling Duffle III XL 
•Shoulder Bag II

Questions?
 M-F 8-5 PT

714.843.9288
clubglove.com

Maximize your Carry-On capabilities 
with the carry-on III and Backpack III

Expert packers can survive 3-5 days 
or more with this combo

Maintain the business look but still take 
along what is needed and avoid the 
baggage claim

•Carry-On III
•Backpack III

Golf Shoes, towels, 
golf gear

Clothes, shoes, 
toiletries

Laptop and other 
Carry-On essentials

Counter balance your load by placing 
accessory bag on the lower half of 
your wheeled luggage. (Just like the flight 
crews do it)


